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Look at the vocabulary words on page 58. Pronounce the words. Are there any 
words you didn’t know.

Decide if each sentence is true or false. If it is false, correct the sentence by 
changing the underlined words. If it is true, write T.

1. The cat is under the bed.
2. There is a full-length mirror in the drawer.
3. The alarm clock is on the dresser.
4. The light switch and the outlet are on the same wall.
5. The woman is lifting the mattress and the dust ruffle.

Cross out the word that doesn’t belong.

They’re electric: mirror outlet light switch lamp
They’re soft: pillowcase: quilt headboard blanket
They’re part of the bed: mattress alarm clock box spring bed frame
They’re on the wood floor: dresser lampshade rug night table
They make the room dark: light switch curtains mini-blinds flat sheet
You put things in them: closet drawer photos picture frame

Fill in the blank in these conversations:

Lee: What time is it?
Mom: I don’t know. Look at the ______________________. It’s on the nightstand.

Tom: I’m cold.
Anna: Here’s a  _______________. It will make you warm.

Ray: The bed’s uncomfortable.
Mia: The _________________ is too hard.

Amir: There are no curtains. People can see in.
Sara: No, but there are ______________. You can close them.

Bill: My sweater isn’t in the drawer.
Mary:  Look in the ________________. 

Practice Making Sentences.

Read this description of a bedroom. Then answer the questions.

I have a dresser in my room. It is next to my bed. It has three drawers. I keep 
underwear in the top drawer, t-shirts in the middle drawer and shorts in the bottom 



drawer. I have photos of my girlfriend on top of my dresser. I also have an alarm clock 
and a lamp on my dresser. A mirror hangs above my dresser. I keep my shoes in the 
closet. I like to have the curtains open because I have a good view from my window.

Questions:
1. Where is the dresser? _____________________________
2. How many drawers in the dresser? ________________________
3. Where does he keep underwear? ____________________________
4. Where are his shorts? __________________________________
5. What is in the middle drawer? _________________________________
6. Where does the mirror hang? ______________________________
7. Where are his shoes? _____________________________________
8. Why does he like the curtains open? ________________________________

Look at the picture on page 58. Describe this bedroom. (Teachers: Ask each 
student for a sentence. Write them on the board.)

Describe YOUR bedroom. (Teachers: Write their description on board.)

Put IN, ON or AT in the blank.

1. We live _______ Austin.  We live ___________ Walsh Drive.  We live ______ 1203 
Walsh Drive.  We stay ______ home on Sunday. 

2. She put the chair _______ the floor.  She stood ________ the chair. She put the key 
________ the box. The box is _____ the top shelf ______ the closet.

3. The plane is ________ time. It leaves ________ twenty minutes. It leaves ______ 
three o’clock. Our seats are _______ the back of the plane. We arrive _______ the 
evening.

4. I am going home _________ Christmas.  Christmas is always _______ December.  
It is _______ December 25th. I did not go home ________ 2015. 

5. We go to class ______ Monday and Thursday. Our class begins _____ 10 o’clock. 
There are ten students ________ class. The class ends _______ noon. Our class 
ends ______ May. There are no classes ______ the summer.

6. I saw him ______ church. He sits ______ the front. He sits _____ the first row. He 
leaves the church _____ one o’clock. 

7. ______ 9 o’clock, we catch the bus. We wait _____ the corner. We get _____ the 
bus. We sit _____ the last row. The bus arrives _______ 9:30. We don’t ride the bus 
______ winter. 

8. My husband and I picnic ______ the park. We sit ________ the park benches. We 
swing __________ the swings.




